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Can Empathy Be Taught?

by P.K. Beville

Empathy

Empathy is the capacity to understand 
or feel what another person is 
experiencing from within the other 
person's frame of reference, i.e., the 
capacity to place oneself in another's 
position. 

“Empathy is the only human superpower - it can shrink distance, cut 
through social and power hierarchies, transcend differences, and 

provoke political and social change.”
-Elizabeth Thomas

But can it be 
taught? 
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Types of Empathy

• Cognitive Empathy
• Awareness and Understanding
• Knowledge

• Social Empathy
• Sensing how a person feels
• Creates rapport and attention

• Empathic Concern
• Results in action
• Wanting to help within the confines of cognitive and social empathy

• Empathy for another is long term. 

Pseudo-Empathy

• Compassion – Concern, kindness and 
consideration.  To Suffer With.

• Sympathy – Pity or sorrow for 
someone's misfortune.

• Patience – capacity to tolerate, delay, 
or suffering without getting angry or 
upset.

• Understanding – comprehension, 
personal perception, mental grasp.

• Passive Listening – Listening but not 
hearing.
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Quality of Life and Empathy

• Empathy is a highly effective and powerful communication tool 
that can help build patient trust, calm anxiety, and improve health 
outcomes. Research has shown empathy associated with 
better adherence to healthcare protocols, and increased patient 
satisfaction.  

• Empathy gives the client the feeling of being understood especially 
when the ability to accurately communicate is compromised.  

• Empathic staff shows the ability to understand and respond in a 
caring manner especially when behavior challenges occur.  

https://youtu.be/cDDWvj_q-o8

https://youtu.be/cDDWvj_q-o8
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Simulation Learning: Imperative for Person-
Centered Care

• Adult Learners show best outcomes when
• Involved in experiential learning
• Given direct feedback
• Given concrete recommendations
• In Vivo

• Simulation Training Improved
• Competency 
• Employee Satisfaction 
• Sensitivity

• Core element in quality care delivery

Results above are conclusions of 5 studies comparing 
simulation training to lecture, video and role playing.

The Challenge

How do we go about understanding a disease that none 
of us have ever had that effects millions of people who 

can’t describe what is happening to them?
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Development of the Virtual Dementia Tour® 
(VDT®)

• Determine physiological changes from brain impairment resulted in 
development of components
• Gloves (Tactile confusion)

• Shoe Inserts  (Pain and neuropathy) 

• Glasses  (Peripheral vision, haze)

• Audio (random noise with startle sounds mixed in)

• Environment
• Abstract tasks

• Sequential Tasks

• Unfamiliar Objects

• Creation of methodology to capture change (Pre/Post and Behavior 
Observations)

• Ongoing research
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What will you do differently? N=4182

• Communicate Better = 544
• One task at a time: 216
• Calm speech: 57
• Repeat tasks: 51
• Reassure: 5
• Look at them: 55
• More touch: 12
• Listen more carefully: 203

• Adjust Thinking/ Behavior: 2441
• More patience: 866

• More understanding: 1276

• Take more time: 216

• More attentive: 52

• More sensitive: 31

• Change the Environment = 394
• Ensure/ create calm: 6

• Quiet: 24

• Slow down: 280

• Limit noise: 80

• Limit bright lights: 4

Intangible Tenets of Person-Centered Care 

• Relationship-building
• Know values, interests, abilities, engagement, comfort,

supportive, nurturing

• Acknowledgement of: 
• Preferences
• Personal beliefs
• Remaining abilities
• Life experiences
• Dignity

• Striving to see the world through their eyes
• Accept their reality
• Do things with them rather than for them.

• Goal: Reduce challenging behavior, decrease psychotropic medication and 
caregiver frustration resulting in well being for the person.  Note:  Determine 
who is being challenged by any behavior. 
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Dementia Aware Competency Evaluation®

DACE®
• It provides an observable and measurable method 

of quantifying sensitivity toward the person with 
dementia and empathy with their plight while 
ensuring their dignity is preserved and care is 
provided in a respectful manner.

• It quantifies a staff member’s competency in the 
provision of person-centered dementia care.
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Second Wind Dreams   Virtual Dementia Tour 16

• Improved care as evidenced by DACE.

• Increased resident involvement in care.

• Increased person-centered care.

• Increased empathy from staff to the realities of dementia as evidenced by Post 
VDT survey.  This allows for:

• Less abuse either verbal or other.

• More attentive care.

• More patience and understanding of the behavior exhibited by residents with 
dementia based on personal experience.

• Movement toward more social model rather than focusing on medical 
intervention.

• In vivo DACE gives real time feedback to staff for provision of better care with the 
resident with dementia present.

Benefits to Therapeutic Outcomes
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The Pledge

-I pledge to seek a deep understanding of the client. 
-To build a relationship.

-To provide individualized comfort and care. 
-I pledge to anticipate their needs to decrease their stress 

and view each need from their perspective not mine.
-To be their advocate and passionately refuse to accept 

poor care. 
-I pledge to engage with my eyes, my touch and my tone of 

voice.
-I pledge to be aware of how they forgive me when I’m not 

”all in”.


